For the key of C (to play with recording in F#, capo 6th fret)

**Simple three chord version**

FORM: Verse 1 - Chorus - Verse 2 - Chorus - Half chorus

VERSUS & CHORUSES
C - - - | F - - - | C - - - | G - - - |
C - - - | F - - - | C - G - | C - - - |

FINAL CHORUS and HALF CHORUS
C - - - | F - - - | C - - - | G - - - |
C - - - | F - - - | C - G - | C - - - |
C - - - | F - - - | C - G - | C - - - |

**Recorded version with chordal walk-up intro and chorus**

FORM: Verse 1 - Chorus - Verse 2 - Chorus - Half chorus

INTRO
C - C/E - | F - D7/F# - | C/G - G - | C - F/C C |

VERSE 1
C - - - | F - - - | C - - - | G - - - |
C - - - | F - - - | C - G - | C - - - |

CHORUS
C - - - | F - - - | C - - - | G - - - |
C - C/E - | F - D7/F# - | C/G - G - | C - F/C C |

VERSE 2
C - - - | F - - - | C - - - | G - - - |
C - - - | F - - - | C - G - | C - - - |

FINAL CHORUS and HALF
C - - - | F - - - | C - - - | G - - - |
C - - - | F - - - | C - G - | C - - - |
C - C/E - | F - D7/F# - | C/G - G - | C - F/C C |
Chords for the key of C (to play with recording in F#, capo 6th fret)

**Simple three chord version**

C F
We travelled long, we travelled far
C G
To be right here, where we are
C F
Reach out a hand, no need to fear
C G C
‘Cause all we need, is right here

C F
**All we need, all we need**
C G
**All we need is right here**
C F
**All we need, all we need**
C G C
**All we need is right here**

C F
The night was dark, but the day is bright
C G
Together we, can lift our eyes
C F
To all we love, and we hold dear
C G C
‘Cause all we need, is right here

C F
**All we need, all we need**
C G
**All we need is right here**
C F
**All we need, all we need**
C G C
**All we need is right here**
C F
**All we need, all we need**
C G C
**All we need is right here**
Right Here
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Chords for the key of C (to play with recording in F#, capo 6th fret)

**Chords for recorded version with chordal walk-up intro and chorus**

**INTRO:**

C C/E F D7/F# C/G G C F/C C

C F

We travelled long, we travelled far
C G

To be right here, where we are
C F

Reach out a hand, no need to fear
C G C

‘Cause all we need, is right here

C F

**All we need, all we need**

C G

**All we need is right here**

C C/E F D7/F#

**All we need, all we need**

C/G G C F/C C

**All we need is right here**

C F

The night was dark, but the day is bright
C G

Together we, can lift our eyes
C F

To all we love, and we hold dear
C G C

‘Cause all we need, is right here

C F

**All we need, all we need**

C G

**All we need is right here**

C C/E F D7/F#

**All we need, all we need**

C/G G C F/C C

**All we need is right here**

C C/E F D7/F#

**All we need, all we need**

C/G G C F/C C

**All we need is right here**